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Abstract
In this article, the Ryningsnäs site in Sweden is investigated using large eddy simula-
tion with three different clearing setups: a homogeneous forest, that is, no clearing,
the current clearing, that is, the existing clearing at the location, and an extended
clearing. Neutral stratification is simulated, and the wind turbines are modelled by a
two-way-coupled actuator line model. From the simulations, the electrical generator
power was found to be the highest for the current clearing. But the fatigue loads
were both higher and lower than the homogeneous forest depending on which part
of the wind turbine that was investigated. The extended clearing nearly always had
the lowest fatigue loads but unfortunately also the lowest electrical generator power.
Further optimization of the clearings and the wind turbine locations in relation to
them is needed to find the sweet spot where the fatigue loads are lower and the
electrical generator power is higher.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
When the number of wind farms increases, the number of wind turbines placed in forested areas will also increase, because of the large forest
areas in Sweden. The wind turbines placed in forested areas experience a drastic increase in the fatigue loads, so their maintenance costs increase
making them less profitable.1,2 In this work, clearings in forest are studied to be able to increase the electrical power generated by the wind tur-
bines and decrease the fatigue loads to make them more profitable. The approach in this work is to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD). We
use the method large eddy simulation (LES). The CFD simulation is coupled to an aero elastic solver that solves the dynamic response of the wind
turbine.
1.1 | Clearings in forest regions
When a forest edge is present, the flow field is changed dramatically compared to a fully homogeneous forest. LES of a forest edge flow
has been made by Mueller et al.3 in their study and compared to results using static inlet boundary condition and dynamic inlet boundary
condition from a precursor simulation. The dynamic inflow condition outperformed the static, and the recommendation was that the static
inflow condition should be avoided. Measurements with wind from an open landscape meeting a forest edge has been performed by
Dellwik et al.4 The data were taken at 1.5 forest heights inside the forest at leaf-off and leaf-on with leaf area index (LAI) of 1 and
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6, respectively. The total kinetic energy was generally higher during the leaf-on period than at the leaf-off period. The reason was assumed
to be the higher roughness of the upstream landscape during this period. In both cases, the total kinetic energy was unchanged when the
flow moved over the forest edge and to the measurement location. The momentum flux was largest at the open landscape location which
is somewhat surprising.
Dupont et al.5 compare measurements with simulations where a flow is meeting a forest edge and developing over the forest for two forest
cases with LAI of 2 and 5. The simulation results agree with the trends in the measurements at 1.5 forest heights inside the forest. The computa-
tional domain is longer than the distance covered by the measurements, making it able to provide more information when the flow is developing
further along the forest. In both forest types, the total kinetic energy and the momentum flux are increased as the flow is moving along the forest,
with the highest LAI forest showing the highest values of the two. A neutrally stratified forest edge flow was studied using RANS by Sogachev
et al.6 and using LES by Kanani et al.7 for LAI ranging from one to eight and velocity at 10 m ranging from 1.8 to 7.2 m/s. In both papers, they
showed that the scalar accumulation is partly due to the converging of the streamwise mean flow. The scalar fluxes showed a peak downstream
of the forest edge, which moved closer to the forest edge and increased in size as the LAI increased. This is due to the higher drag force from the
forest and similar to the behaviour of the concentration peak. When the wind speed was decreased, the flux peak remained unchanged while the
concentration peak increased.
The distance from the forest edge that the flow is affected was studied by Dupont et al.,8 and results showed that edge effects were signifi-
cant about 22 forest heights after the edge. The affected distance could be even larger for scalar quantities such as temperature because they
need a larger distance than the velocity to adjust.9 The large affecting distance after the forest edge shows that forests with clearings streamwise
greater than five forest heights will always show edge effects. This is due to the formation of a sub-canopy wind jet at the leading edge in forests
with clearings.10 When the clearing is in the form of a lake, it has been shown that the turbulent mixing was mostly due to the wind shear at the
tree height of the canopy rather than the thermal stratification due to the lake.11
1.2 | Forest in complex terrain
When comparing computations assuming horizontal homogeneity to measurements, the wind profiles seemed to agree,12 but the third order
moment showed that there may be some terrain dependence.13 This showed that further studies are needed to find the dependency of
the turbulence in the forest on the complex terrain. When LES were compared to wind tunnel experiments of the flow over a forested 2D
hill,10 the validation showed that the model could accurately reproduce the flow characteristics. Dupont et al. used the k-ε turbulence
model in their study14 to perform 2D and 3D simulation of a forested park damaged by a windstorm. From the 2D simulations of a vertical
section of the park, it was observed that a region of turbulence always develops at a distance from the leading edge of the forest, but the
distance depends on the heterogeneity of the forest. If the forest is heterogeneous both vertically and horizontally, the strong wind shear
at the top of the canopy is weakened and thereby also the turbulence region caused by it compared to a homogeneous forest. The simula-
tions also showed that the intensity of the turbulence increased when the forest was denser during the summer, that is, high LAI values.
The 3D simulations of the entire park show that the distance from the leading edge where the flow develops depends on the spatial het-
erogeneity of the canopy. It could thereby not be classified as a constant distance from the leading edge for the entire park. The simula-
tions could point out the regions of the strongest turbulence levels, and these seemed to agree with the damaged areas. This also showed
that the damage in the forest was due to the wind characteristics. This assumption was also strengthened by a study that the damage
could not be consistent with any other environmental factor. The authors pointed out that the physics of the model could not provide
information about any instantaneous turbulent quantities. They also showed a strong interest in simulating turbulent flow in complex terrain
over a strongly heterogeneity forest.
Mohr et al. obtained data from an airborne laser scan in their study15 to calculate the forest heights and the plant area index from a newly
developed model. It was compared to the official estimates by the Swedish Forest Agency and showed good agreement. They suggested that the
data given by the Swedish Forest Agency are good to use because they are constantly updated for new clearings. Ivanell et al. asked different
modellers to compute the wind profile at Ryningsnäs from three different directions in their study.16 The modellers were given forest densities
and topology of the ground from an airborne laser scan. The Meteodyn model did not use these given data and stands out in the comparison. The
authors do however point out that the difference also to some extent can be due to the different turbulence closure. OpenFOAM using LES per-
forms very well when predicting the shear, while most of the models overpredicts the shear. The authors believe that this could be due to how
the airborne laser scan data are used to predict the forest densities. In the study, two participants using LES models took part. The LES results
using the lower resolution, and the larger computational domain had the best agreement with the measurements. They concluded that the com-
putational domain has to be in the order of 20 km to accurately reproduce the footprint on the sampling location caused by the upstream topol-
ogy and forest. The authors pointed out the importance of not normalizing the results because the importance of the forest density and topology
would give different fetches for different wind speed and turbulence.
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1.3 | Forest modelling
The forest can be modelled in many ways. One example is to represent it by the roughness of the wall model.17 A more complex way is to simu-
late it by using a drag and heat source as has been implemented in the work covered by this article.18
Ff,i = −CDfafUui ð1Þ
Equation (1) shows the added term to the momentum equation, that is, the drag force of the forest. CDf is the drag force coefficient of the for-
est, and it is set to 0.15.18 The vertical leaf area density af is supposed to simulate the shape of the drag force of the simulated forest. An illustra-
tion can be seen in Figure 1.
The heat source in the potential temperature equation is computed in eq. (2). To represent the heat source in the forest the extinction coeffi-





The area leaf density seen in eq. (2) is evaluated using eq. (3). It is the total vertical leaf density of the forest. The vertical leaf area density af
can be obtained in numerous ways. One way is to measure it in the forest. Another way that has been used here and can be seen in eq. (4) is to





In eq. (4), the shape of the forest is determined by the parameters n, Lm and zm. The n parameter has been evaluated in different ways by dif-
ferent developers; here eq. (5) is used and has been shown to properly evaluate n.19 The Lm and zm parameters on the other hand are dependent
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1.4 | Actuator turbine models
When simulating wind turbines in CFD, actuator turbine models are often used in favour of solving the flow field over each blade. The main
advantage of this is that the boundary layer on each blade does not need to be resolved so the mesh resolution can be reduced significantly.20
The actuator turbine models is based on the blade element momentum method (BEM) which calculates the forces on the blades modelled as 2D
airfoil profiles. The wind turbine is then simulated by lift and drag forces by using the CL and CD from 2D airfoil tables and assuming constant cord
length of each section of the blades.
F IGURE 1 Example of the vertical leaf area density profile
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1.4.1 | Actuator disk model
Actuator disk model (ADM) is an actuator turbine model that simulates the effect of the time-averaged swept area of the blades as a disk; an illus-












ρU2relc CLeL,CDeDð Þ ð6Þ
In ADM the lift and drag forces are per unit area as can be seen in eq. (6) as LADMi and D
ADM
i .
21 An example of an area section where the force
from an ADM routine could be applied on can be seen in Figure 3. Equation (6) is a modified lift and drag force equation for an airfoil now used to
represent the forces exerted by the blades on the wind flow. Further information on the steps from BEM to ADM can be found in the PhD thesis
by Mikkelsen.21
1.5 | Actuator line model










ρU2relc CLeL,CDeDð Þ ð7Þ
The ALM formula for lift and drag can be seen in eq. (7), as LALMi and D
ALM
i . Compared to the ADM, the ALM formula has the unit force per
meter instead of force per area. ALM can capture the tip and root vortices which ADM cannot.22 To represent these vortices is important when
F IGURE 2 Simulation of wind turbine blades in ADM and ALM
F IGURE 3 Area sections of ADM
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studying the near wake and is a clear advantage of the ALM over the ADM. The advantage of ADM compared to ALM is the simulation time.22
This is because the actuator lines of ALM should not travel through too many cells each time step, preferably only on cell.20,22 Hence, the time
step for ALM must be much smaller than for ADM.
1.6 | Coupling actuator turbine models and CFD
Actuator turbine models can be used in CFD in two ways. The first one is called one-way coupling where the flow field of the CFD is fed in to the
actuator turbine model and evaluated. The second way is to feed the forces obtained by the actuator turbine model back to the CFD, this is called
two-way coupling, which is used in the present study. To do this, a Gaussian distribution is used to smear the force in the neighbourhood of the
actuator point. This is necessary in order to avoid numerical oscillations in the simulation that otherwise will occur.17 The way the forces in the
Gaussian is smeared in the neighbourhood of the actuator point can be done in many different ways. In ADM, a 1D Gaussian with distribution
smearing in the axial direction is recommended.21 The physical representation of this can be seen in Figure 4










In this 1D smearing, ε1D is described by eq. (9). εi is recommended a value from 1 to 4.
21
ε1D = εiΔx ð9Þ
A 2D or 3D Gaussian distribution is usually used together with ALM. A 2D Gaussian distribution will not only smear the force in the axial
direction but also in the azimuthal direction following a constant radius. So the force will not only be applied to the flow axially as in Figure 4 but
also in azimuthal direction in the rotor plane as shown in Figure 5.










F IGURE 4 Physical representation of a 1D Gaussian distribution in the streamwise direction
used together with ADM
F IGURE 5 2D Gaussian distribution in addition to 1D Gaussian also apply forces in the rotor plane
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The ε1D in ADM is now not only a variable depending on the axial mesh resolution but the whole 3D mesh resolution and therefore renamed









A 3D Gaussian distribution can also be used. The force is then also applied along the radial direction of the actuator lines. This can physically
be seen as spheres that increase in intensity the closer to the actuator point the cell is. The 3D Gaussian smears the force over the actual tip of
the wind turbine blade. So when the tip flow behaviour has been investigated, a 2D Gaussian distribution has been preferred instead.21 A 3D










The ε3D has been recommended to be twice the cell axial length near the actuator line.
20 Independent of which Gaussian distribution that is
chosen, the choice of ε and cell size has been shown to have an impact on the results and have to be chosen with care.17,21,22,24,25
1.7 | SOWFA by NREL
The Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA) developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has been used throughout
this work.17,26 SOWFA is a CFD solver that links the FAST version 7 code which is an aero elastic solver developed by NREL to OpenFOAM that
models the wind.27 This is done by replacing the momentum part of the BEM theory in FAST by CFD. FAST evaluates the structural and system
response including blade deflection of the wind turbine and sends the aerodynamic forces back to the CFD. SOWFA is based on two way cou-
pling between OpenFOAM and FAST.
The transport equation for momentum used in SOWFA can be seen in eq. (13). The reference potential temperature θ0 is set to 300 K. The




























fTi + Ff,i ð13Þ
SOWFA includes the Coriolis force seen in equation 13. The rotational rate vector at the latitude ϕ of the location on the planetary surface in























Neutral stratification is simulated in the present study. A capping inversion is used to control the height of the boundary layer. The centre of
the capping inversion is located on a height of 450 m; it increases by 8 K over a height of 10 m. SOWFA can only use LES. The sub grid model is
the Smagorinsky model.28 The Smagorinsky constant is set to 0.13, and the filter width is set to the cube root of the cell volume.17 This model
has been shown to be over dissipative near the ground.29 However, the implementation done by the developers of SOWFA has been shown to
be less dissipative near the walls than the standard implementation in OpenFOAM.17 The wall model was developed by Schumann.30 The ALM
model is used as an actuator turbine model with a 3D Gaussian distribution function using ε as twice the cell size.20 This has been found to be the
minimum value to avoid oscillations.17
The work flow with SOWFA is to first run an atmospheric boundary layer simulation without any wind turbines and using only cyclic bound-
ary condition. This simulation is in this work used as a precursor simulation but could also be used stand alone. When the flow is considered to be
fully developed, planes in the computational domain are saved. The flow is considered to be fully developed after more than 10 flow passes, this
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is because no trace of the initializing was seen. These are later used as inlet boundary condition in the simulation that includes wind turbines. The
main advantage with this procedure is that the flow is fully developed at the inlet in the wind turbine simulation. In the following simulations, the
wind turbine are introduced, and OpenFOAM is coupled to FAST.31 In this work, the data obtained from FAST are processed using the rain flow
counting algorithm to obtain the fatigue loads.32
2 | RESULTS
To be able to validate and investigate the implementations in SOWFA, the test site of Ryningsnäs is used. The following LES simulations are made
in the present study.
1. Homogeneous forest.
a. No wind turbine (Atmospheric boundary layer simulation)
b. Wind Turbine 2
c. Wind Turbines 1 and 2
2. Current clearing
a. No wind turbine (Atmospheric boundary layer simulation)
b. Wind Turbine 2
c. Wind Turbines 1 and 2
3. Extended clearing
a. No wind turbine (Atmospheric boundary layer simulation)
b. Wind Turbine 2
c. Wind Turbines 1 and 2
The atmospheric boundary layer simulations are validated against the data from an extensive measurement campaign performed at
Ryningsnäs.33,34
2.1 | Ryningsnäs
The Ryningsnäs test site is simulated with the wind blowing from the south. The wind turbine after the clearing is located within 22 forest heights
after the clearing which is the forest effecting distance.8 The computational domain seen from above can be seen to the left in Figure 6. The for-
est is in white and the clearing in grey; the locations of the two wind turbines at the site are also shown. Wind Turbine 1 is located on the west
side of the clearing 100 m into the clearing along the flow direction. Wind Turbine 2 is located 200 m along the east direction and 800 m along
the flow direction into the clearing. The distance between the south side of the clearings and the inlet is 300 m. The measurements used in the
comparison are from a metmast located in the northwest corner of the current clearing.33,34 In all the simulations, the 5-MW wind turbines from
NREL is used, because no data for the wind turbines at the location are available.31 To be able to draw any general conclusions of the shape of
the clearing and its effects on the wind turbines, one more clearing is investigated. This clearing has the maximum width of the current and
extends until the second turbine. This clearing is called the extended clearing and can be seen to the right in Figure 6. Both the clearings are larger
than five forest heights in the streamwise direction. This means that the flow always show edge effects.10 To be able to distinguish the effects of
the clearings, a setup with homogeneous forest is also investigated, and its domain can be seen in the middle of Figure 6. It should be noted that
wind blowing from the south is along the y axis in SOWFA because of the Coriolis force and the simulations was setup like this in SOWFA. But to
increase the readability of this paper, the flow direction will be referred to as the positive x axis. To avoid speed up of the flow, the width of the
computational domain was chosen as 3.5 times the height.35 This resulted in that the computational domains have a width (y direction) of
2800 m, a length (x) of 1600 m and a height (z) of 800 m.
The average forest height h is used in the simulations; at Ryningsnäs, it is 20 m.12 The forest is modelled using the model by Shaw and
Shumann; see eq. (1) and2. The forest at the Ryningsnäs site is made up of scots pine tree, and it is used to model the vertical area density.19 The
setup uses zm of 0.6h and Lm of 0.37 to simulate scots pine tree.
18,19 The standard wall model in SOWFA was set to model grass plains below the
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where upar = ðu2 + v2Þ1=2 is the instantaneous horizontal velocity magnitude in the wall-adjacent cells and κ =0:41 is the von Karman constant.
2.2 | Atmospheric boundary layer without a clearing
The forest is in this section homogeneous. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y directions. Symmetry boundary conditions are
used at the top boundary, and wall functions are used on the ground (see equation 16). A driving pressure gradient is used in the streamwise
direction (x) to ensure that the streamwise component of the velocity at hub height, 90 m, is 10 m/s. The time step is adjusted during the simula-
tion to not exceed a Courant number of one. The simulation is run for 10 flow passes before starting to average, because no trace of the initializa-
tion was seen then. The results are then averaged during the following 50 flow passes. Fifty flow passes is used to have sufficient data to make
the average value of the data converge. The flow fields in a y–z plane are stored every time step and are used as inlet boundary condition for the
LES simulations with a clearing (see Section 2.3). It is well know that in LES simulations, this type of unsteady, turbulent inflow boundary condition
from a precursor simulation is much better than a steady inlet boundary condition.3 All the precursor simulations are using a width of 2800 m
(y direction) and a height of 800 m (z direction) of the computational domains. The length is investigated to avoid turbulent streaks (regions with
high or low streamwise velocity). The mesh resolution was 10 m along all directions in all the simulations, in order to resolve all the turbulent
length scales that must be accurately predicted for the wind turbine simulations later on.37 The time-averaged u velocity planes at hub height for
the computational domain length of 1600, 3000, 5000 and 10000m can be seen in Figure 7. For the two shortest computational domains, streaks
are clearly seen, with a large region in the middle, from inlet to outlet, with a high streamwise velocity. This means that the flow is affected by the
short computational domain. The 3000-m setup is the shortest length recommended for SOWFA at neutral to lightly unstable stratification. In the
present work (neutral stratification), a 3000-m long computational domain is too short, because thin regions of high velocity was found which
extend from the inlet to the outlet. In the simulations with the two longest computational domains, no streaks are seen, so both are accepted to
be used for creating inlet boundary condition. The 5000-m domain is chosen because of its lower computational cost.
2.3 | Atmospheric boundary layer with a clearing
Inlet conditions at the lower boundary (low x) in Figure 6 are set by using the stored data from the homogeneous simulations in Section 2.2. Neu-
mann outlet boundary conditions are used at the upper boundary (high x) in Figure 6. Periodic boundary conditions are set at the side boundaries
(low y and high y) and symmetric boundary conditions are prescribed at the top boundary (high z).
F IGURE 6 (A–C) Current, homogeneous and extended computational domains. White is forest, and clearing in grey. The locations of the two
wind turbines are shown with black bullets
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2.3.1 | Simulations without wind turbines
To investigate the flow field without any wind turbines, x–z planes in the middle of the clearing are chosen for the analysis. The grid, the time step
and the number of time steps are the same as in Section 2.2. The time-averaged velocity u is shown in Figure 8, v velocity in Figure 9 and w veloc-
ity in Figure 11. The homogeneous forest is located in the middle of each figure, the current clearing is above and the extended clearing is below.
In the homogeneous forest, the wind is, as expected, blowing along the forest with a constant boundary layer height. The u velocity is increasing
close to the ground in the downstream part of the extended clearing seen in Figure 8. In the current clearing, the flow is not affected as much by
the clearing as in the extended clearing. After the clearings, the flow on top of the forest is accelerating seen by that the white contour line moves
closer to the ground. The flow then starts to build a new boundary layer above the forest.
The v velocity is mainly affected in the case of the current clearing; see Figure 9. The reason is that the current clearing is not symmetric along
flow direction in the clearing, as in the case of the extended clearing. In the end of the current clearing, the flow is also moving more to the east
(negative v) than what is seen in the case of the extended clearing.





the friction velocity (u∗ = hu0v02 + v0w02i
1=4
; the friction velocity is evaluated at two forest heights at the location of the wind turbines in each clear-
ing). The velocity at the first wind turbine in all cases and also for Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest is more or less the same in all the
simulations. This is not that surprising since the flow has mainly travelled along homogeneous forest before reaching this wind turbine. The loca-
tion of the wind turbine after the clearing in the extended clearing (Wind Turbine 2) has the highest velocity at the bottom of the rotor plane and
F IGURE 7 Planes of the time-averaged u velocity for the precursor simulations at hub
height. The streamwise extent of the computation domain is, from bottom to top: 1500,
3000, 5000 and 10000m
F IGURE 8 Time-averaged u in LES simulation with a clearing. y =400m. Contour line in white shows time-averaged u=10m/s. From the top
to bottom: current clearing, no clearing and extended clearing. Below each figure, the location of the clearing is marked in black
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the lowest velocity at the top of the rotor plane. Hence, this wind turbine location has the flattest velocity profile of them all, that is, the lowest
wind shear. All the simulations are within the margin of the measurements; however, the measurements have a steeper gradient. This difference
is assumed to be because the no blockage effect from the wind turbines are seen, because no wind turbines are located in the simulations at this
phase.
When looking at the w velocity in Figure 11, the flow is moving downwards into the clearing after the forest edge and upwards after the
clearings. This velocity is the strongest in the case of the extended clearing because the clearest disrupting of the forest boundary layer before
the clearing is seen here. This is consistent with what is observed for the u velocity.
The vertical turbulent flux of streamwise momentum can be seen in Figure 12. In the rotor plane, all forest types for Wind Turbine 1 are very
similar. Inside the forest, the extended clearing shows a bit higher vertical momentum flux than the other cases. This is probably due to the larger
clearing surrounding this wind turbine in the extended clearing. For the location of Wind Turbine 2, the homogeneous forest has the highest verti-
cal momentum flux, that is, the same as for Wind Turbine 1. The current clearing has the lowest vertical momentum flux. The vertical momentum
flux for the extended clearing has a different shape and decreases a lot at four forest heights. This is because the flow has adapted to the clearing.
Wind Turbine 2 in the current clearing is the one that should be closest to the measurements because it is located closest to the metmast and it is
within acceptable margin.
The variance of the u velocity can be seen in Figure 13, for the v velocity in Figure 14 and for the w velocity in Figure 15. The streamwise var-
iance, hu0u0=u2∗i is the largest. For Wind Turbine 1, the streamwise variance for the current and extended clearing are similar, but for the homoge-
neous forest, it is a bit higher in the rotor plane and slightly lower below the rotor plane for both the wind turbines. For Wind Turbine 2 in the
current and extended clearings, the trends are the same as for −hu0w0=u2∗i. The metmast is located in the northwest corner of the current clearing
and Wind Turbine 2 is located north of the clearing explaining their difference in shape because the wind is adapting to the forest in between.
F IGURE 9 Time-averaged v velocity in the middle of the clearing. From the top to bottom: current clearing, no clearing and extended
clearing. Below each plane, the location of the clearing is marked in black
F IGURE 10 (A,B) hUl/u∗i at the location of the wind turbines. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements33,34
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F IGURE 12 (A,B) −hu0w0=u2∗i at the location of the wind turbine. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements33,34
F IGURE 11 Time-averaged w velocity in the middle of the clearing. From the top current clearing, homogeneous forest and extended
clearing. Below each plane, the location of the clearing is marked in black
F IGURE 13 (A,B) hu0u0=u2∗i at the location of the wind turbine. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements33,34
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For hv0v0=u2∗i (see Figure 14), at the location of Wind Turbine 1, the trends are the same as for −hu0w0=u2∗i but with lower magnitudes. All
cases are very similar in the upper part of the rotor plane. But in the lower part and close to the ground, the results differ a lot. The variance in
the homogeneous forest is again nearly identical for Wind Turbines 1 and 2. For Wind Turbine 2 in the current clearing, the variance has a bit
lower magnitude but the same shape. But the shape at Wind Turbine 2 for the extended clearing is the lowest of them all in the lower region of
the rotor location, but it is then not decreasing as much as the other cases in the forest region. The reason is probably because the wind here has
adapted to the longer clearing, and thereby, the effect of the forest can no longer be seen.
Within the forest all the simulations predict a similar hw0w0=u2∗i profile, see Figure 15. For Wind Turbine 1, in the rotor plane, the variance for
the homogeneous forest has the highest values followed by the current clearing and the extended clearing. The second wind turbine in the homo-
geneous again predicts the same values as for Wind Turbine 1. The lowest values of Wind Turbine 2 is for the current clearing, and the highest
values are seen for the homogeneous forest, but the magnitude is lower than both hu0u0=u2∗i and hv0v0=u2∗i.
The turning angle can be seen in Figure 16. It is defined as positive when the flow is moving east. Ryningsnäs is located on the northern hemi-
sphere, and due to this, the Coriolis force will deflect the wind to the east which agrees to what is predicted by all the simulations. Wind Turbine
1 is located at the edge of the forest in the current and extended clearing. Along the rotor location, it can be seen that this will cause the wind to
deflect more to the east, that is, more towards Wind Turbine 2 than in the homogeneous forest. For the location of Wind Turbine 2, the homoge-
neous forest predicts values close to Wind Turbine 1. The turning angle of the current clearing changes most, and the reason is probably because
of the more complex shape of the current clearing.
F IGURE 14 (A,B) hv0v0=u2∗i at the location of the wind turbine. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements (no data for error bars available)33,34
F IGURE 15 (A,B) hw0w0=u2∗i at the location of the wind turbine. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements33,34
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2.3.2 | Simulations including wind turbines
Next, SOWFA is used that couple the LES simulations with FAST using the ALM to model the effect of the wind turbines on the flow field. FAST
predicts the structural response of the rotor blades, tower and so forth. The deflection of the rotor blades are fed back to the LES simulations
through moving ALM forces through a Gaussian distribution. The grid is the same as in Section 2.2.37 However, the time step is much smaller to
avoid that the rotor blades move through too many cells in one time step. The electrical generator power from FAST for the two wind turbines is
seen in Table 1. The first row in Table 1(hUi3) shows OpenFOAM simulations without any turbines, that is, atmospheric boundary layer simula-
tions. This expression is obtained by applying the momentum theory. The hUi is the integrated U velocity over the swept area of the blades, that
is, the rotor plane, and will be the only variable changing between the different setups simulated. The second row presents OpenFOAM coupled
to FAST simulations with only Wind Turbine 2, and the last row is from OpenFOAM coupled to FAST simulations in which both wind turbines are
included. In order to facilitate comparison between homogeneous forest, current clearing and extended clearing the numbers at each line are
related to Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest.
For the first wind turbine, FAST estimates a higher power than the integrated U3. No measurements are available for validation, but since the
results from FAST coupled to the LES simulations include more physics, these results are assumed to be more correct than simply evaluating U3 at
the location of the wind turbine.
The increase in estimated power for the second wind turbine compared to the second wind turbine in the homogeneous forest is highest in
the atmospheric simulations for both clearings (i.e., first row) followed by the FAST simulations with only the second wind turbine (second row)
and the simulations with both the wind turbines (third row) give the smallest increase (for the extended clearing, it actually gives a decrease). The
decrease in power of the second wind turbine with the extended clearing in the simulations with both wind turbines compared to only one wind
turbine shows that the first wind turbine has a large effect on the second wind turbine when the wind is blowing from the south. When compar-
ing the two clearings with the homogeneous case, Rows 1 and 3 show the same trend for the first wind turbine. This is also the case for the sec-
ond wind turbine of the current clearing. But in the extended clearing, both FAST simulations of the second wind turbine show that the power is
F IGURE 16 (A,B) Turning angle, α, at the location of the wind turbine. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing, : measurements33,34
TABLE 1 Time-averaged electrical generator power evaluated using FAST
Electrical
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
generator Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
power (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
hUi3 +6.8 0.0b +6.9 +4.3 +7.1 +1.0
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 +4.0 −2.5
FAST, both turbines +8.4 0.0a +8.3 +3.1 +8.3 −3.4
Note: For the atmospheric boundary layer simulations, hUi3 is integrated over the rotor plane.
aWind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are in the simulation gives 3.3% higher power than when only wind turbine 2 is
included in the simulation.
bNote that this 0 level cannot be compared to the 0 levels for the FAST results in the second and third rows.
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lower than in the homogeneous forest whereas the atmospheric boundary layer simulation (first row) show the opposite. This shows the complex-
ity of the problem and the importance of the FAST coupling.
The bending moment of the rotor has also been investigated using FAST. The time-averaged rotor bending around the x axis, that is, rotor
torque, can be seen in Table 2. Because of the close relation between power and torque, the trends are the same as for the electrical generator
power seen in Table 1. To evaluate the fatigue loads, the rain flow counting algorithm is used.32 Figure 17 shows the rain flow of the rotor torque.
TABLE 2 Time-averaged rotor torque, that is, rotor bending moment around the x axis
Rotor torque
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 +2.5 −1.8
FAST, both turbines +5.5 0.0a +5.4 +2.0 +5.4 −2.3
aThe torque for Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are included is 2.3% larger than when only Wind Turbine 2 is
included.
F IGURE 17 (A,B) Rain flow of rotor torque, that is, rotor bending moment around the x axis. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest,
: Wind Turbine 2 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind
Turbine 1 in extended clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing
F IGURE 18 (A,B) Rain flow of rotor bending moment around the y axis. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine
2 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing
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The fatigue loading is more or less the same for all three cases (homogeneous, current and extended clearing) irrespectively if the first wind tur-
bine is included or not. But the load range of the rotor torque around the x axis is much lower than for the rotor bending around the y axis as can
be seen in Figure 18 and around the z axis; see Matsfelt.38 Hence, the rotor torque is not a limiting factor.
For the rotor bending moment around the y axis, the RMS values are evaluated and presented in Table 3. The reason for the difference in
result for the first wind turbine in the homogeneous forest compared to the current and extended clearings is because the wind turbine is located
on the edge of the forest in the clearing cases. This flattens the velocity profile in the region over the clearing and thus decreases the rotor bend-
ing moment around the y axis. Comparing the second wind turbine for the different cases shows that the current clearing has somewhat lower
rotor bending moment around the y axis than the wind turbine in the homogeneous forest. Looking at the horizontal velocity in Figure 10, it can
be seen that the current clearing has a somewhat flatter velocity profile except in the lowest part of the rotor location compared to the homoge-
neous forest. Wind Turbine 2 in the extended clearing has the lowest bending moment around the y axis of all cases. It can also be seen that the
second wind turbine has the flattest velocity profile, that is, the lowest wind shear seen in Figure 10. Consider the fatigue loads in Figure 18 when
only the second wind turbine is included. The general trend is that the homogeneous forest has the highest loading followed by the current
TABLE 3 RMS of rotor bending moment around the y axis
Rotor bending
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
moment around Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
y axis (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 −0.4 −5.0
FAST, both turbines +2.5 0.0a +1.0 −0.8 +1.0 −5.0
aThe bending moment for Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are included is 0.2% higher than when only Wind Turbine
2 is included.
TABLE 4 Time-averaged yaw bearing moment around the x axis
Yaw bearing
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
moment around Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
x axis (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 +2.4 −1.8
FAST, both turbines +5.5 0.0a +5.3 +2.0 +5.3 −2.5
aThe yaw bearing moment for Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are included is 2.2% higher than when only Wind
Turbine 2 is included.
F IGURE 19 (A,B) Rain flow of yaw bearing moment around the x axis. : Wind turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing
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clearing, and the extended clearing has the lowest. When both wind turbines are included in the simulations, it gets more difficult to distinguish
the results. But the second wind turbine in the extended clearing is generally the one with the lowest loading range. The trends for the RMS of
the rotor bending and fatigue loads around the z axis are the same as those around the y axis.38
The yaw bearing is fixed in the simulations, and the bending moment is here investigated. The yaw bearing moment around the x axis is given
in Table 4 and also here the trends are the same as for the electrical power and the rotor torque. The fatigue loads are seen in Figure 19 for the
yaw bearing moment around the x axis. As seen for the rotor bending moment, the yaw bearing moment around the x axis is the lowest of the
three and thereby not the limiting factor when comparing to moment around the y axis seen in Figure 20 and z axis seen in Figure 21.
For the yaw bearing bending around the y axis, the time-averaged values can be seen in Table 5. Here the two wind turbines in the homoge-
neous forest show rather similar values. The difference between Wind Turbines 1 and 2 increases as the clearing between them increases. When
analysing Wind Turbine 2 with and without Wind Turbine 1 in the simulations with a clearing, the yaw bearing moment around the y axis always
increases by approximately 2% for all cases when Wind Turbine 1 is included, that is, Wind Turbine 1 has a negative effect on Wind Turbine
F IGURE 20 (A,B) Rain flow of yaw bearing moment around the y axis. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing
F IGURE 21 (A,B) Rain flow of yaw bearing moment around the z axis. : Wind Turbine 1 in homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 2 in
homogeneous forest, : Wind Turbine 1 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in current clearing, : Wind Turbine 1 in extended
clearing, : Wind Turbine 2 in extended clearing
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2. The fatigue loads around the y axis seen in Figure 20 follow the same trends as seen before, with Wind Turbine 2 in the extended forest having
the lowest fatigue load.
The time-averaged moment around the z axis for the yaw bearing can be seen in Table 6. Here Wind Turbine 2 in the current clearing has the
lowest value. When looking at Figure 9, this is the wind turbine which experiences the largest variations in the v velocity. This shows that the
shape of the clearing can have a positive influence on the wind turbines located close to a clearing. For the fatigue loads of the yaw bearing
around the z axis seen in Figure 21, however, it is found that Wind Turbine 2 in the extended clearing is displaying the smallest load. This is some-
what surprising because of the large decrease in time-averaged value of Wind Turbine 2 in the current clearing seen in Table 6. This shows the
importance of including not only the time-averaged values but also the fatigue loads in the analysis.
The in-plane and out-of-plane bending moment at the blade root, the tower base moment around the y axis can be found in Matsfelt.38
3 | CONCLUSIONS
The recommended computational domain length for SOWFA at neutral to lightly unstable stratification is in the literature 3000 m. For the precur-
sor, this was found to be too short because streaks extending in the streamwise direction through the entire domain were found. A 5000-m long
computational domain was needed to avoid the streaks.
From the atmospheric boundary layer simulations with a clearing and without wind turbines, it was seen that the streamwise u velocity is
increasing in the downstream part of the extended clearing close to the ground. In the current clearing, the flow is not affected as much by the
clearing. This shows the importance of choosing the correct length of the clearing with respect to which flow phenomena that are preferred. This
was also consistent with observations for the vertical w velocity. A clearing can also be used to steer the wind in a preferred direction. This was
seen from the v velocity that steers the flow to the east in the current clearing. When studying the location of the second wind turbine, the
extended clearing had the lowest wind shear.
Wind Turbine 1 is located at the edge of the forest edge in the current and extended clearing. From the turning angle, the flow was seen to
deflect more to the east, that is, into the clearing, and in this case also towards Wind Turbine 2.
When estimating the electrical power for the second wind turbine, integrated hU3i and FAST gave opposite trends. This shows the complexity
of the problem and the importance of the FAST coupling. From the simulations including wind turbines, the electrical generator power of Wind
Turbine 2 was found to be largest for the current clearing. But the fatigue loads were both higher and lower than the homogeneous forest
depending on which part of the wind turbine that was investigated. The extended clearing nearly always had the lowest fatigue loads but unfortu-
nately also the lowest electrical generator power. Further optimization of the clearings and the wind turbine locations in relation to them is
needed to find the sweet spot where the fatigue loads are lower and the electrical generator power is higher.
TABLE 5 Time-averaged yaw bearing moment around y axis
Yaw bearing
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
moment around Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
y axis (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 −5.2 −20.2
FAST, both turbines −0.4 0.0a −5.0 −3.6 −5.9 −18.8
aThe yaw bearing moment for wind turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are included is 1.3% higher than when only Wind
Turbine 2 is included.
TABLE 6 Time-averaged yaw bearing moment around z axis
Yaw bearing
Homogeneous forest Current clearing Extended clearing
moment around Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2 Turbine 1 Turbine 2
z axis (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
FAST, only Turbine 2 0.0 −14.1 −1.0
FAST, both turbines −6.2 0.0a −5.9 −23.7 −4.6 −7.1
aThe yaw bearing moment for Wind Turbine 2 in the homogeneous forest when both wind turbines are included is 9.8% lower than when only Wind
Turbine 2 is included.
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